Concurrent software for engineering computations consists of multiple cooperating modules.
INTRODUCTION
Modern computational systems very often include multiple modules cooperating with each other. Such systems typically require sophisticated concurrent software to allow for proper synchronization of cooperating modules. In [Basz95, Basz96a, Basz96b] we have described how to create and verify concurrent software for engineering design. We used the approach based on state diagrams which allow for explicit and visual specifications of interactions between software modules. The state diagrams were converted into Concurrent State Machines [Mie92a, Mie92b, Mie94] and their reachability graph was derived, allowing for the analysis of the concurrent behavior of modules.
However, as shown in [Mie96] , the synchronization of concurrent diagrams is a nontrivial issue and complete specification requires rather specialized knowledge. That could be too much burden for an average engineer. In this paper we will use the constraints on the state diagram to describe only the intentions of the engineer. The appropriate synchronization can be constructed automatically from these constraints. We can identify at least three basic types of constraints: enforcement, exclusion and preemption. In this paper we will discuss the enforcement constraints that allow to specify the synchronization of modules when state changes in one module force some state changes in another module.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes briefly the state diagram method for software specification and introduces enforcement constraints themselves. The conversion from constraints to concurrent automata (CSM) models is discussed in Section 3. An example of engineering software design based on our method is shown in Section 4.
ENFORCEMENT CONSTRAINTS ON STATE DIAGRAMS
We assume that the description of all concurrent modules is done using a behavioral model [Emb92, Rum91, Shl88, You89] . This model is an extended state net that describes the dynamic behavior of objects. It has three basic components: states (for each object in the given class), triggers that cause the transition of an object from one state to another and actions performed during the transition. Generally triggers can be either Boolean conditions or events.
In this paper, however, we will not use Boolean conditions. We will convert each Boolean condition into an appropriate event.
In state diagrams, each state is represented by a rounded box while each transition is indicated by labeled arrow. The first part of label (before the slash) specifies the trigger and the other part (after the slash) specifies the action to be performed during transition. The actions can be just simple events sent to other models. They can also involve some complex activities that consist of several steps.
A simple model of a concurrent software design situation is shown in Figure 1 . The system under consideration consists of two modules. Each module is designed separately and the designer does not need to be concerned with the interactions of these two modules. The left-hand module (or L_Module) includes two states: 1 and 2, and the right-hand module (or external events z34 and z43. In general there may be more transitions between the states but they will be treated identically in our approach and therefore can be omitted. Transitions might involve some operations, but such operations are irrelevant to our transformations and therefore they will not be considered here.
Specification of enforcement constraints requires from the designer to identify some elements of the system, at least:
 the modules to be synchronized (perhaps not all modules),  the states that have to be in constraints relation with states of other modules.
Generally, the process of specifying the constraints requires to identify the states (or super-states) in different modules that are involved in the constraints. At this stage, we do not care about transitions. The purpose is to identify the subjects of constraints (selected modules and their states) and the type of constraints. Of course, there may be also many other dependencies between modules, but our target is to specify synchronization constraints only.
Such specification lets us express the semantic dependencies, which are difficult to express in state diagrams themselves. To express constraints, some authors propose a variety of shapes and styles of arrows representing various transitions and dependencies between states. Our approach is to describe constraints on higher level of abstraction, where there is no concern for transitions and only semantic constraints on synchronization are being specified.
There are four possible enforcement constraints specified graphically in Next, let us consider the system consisting of two modules with external events coming to both modules but the R_Module receives only the signal z43. In this case the synchronization intentions can be shown in Figure 3 . L_Module has two events s34 and s43 and one transition on s21, while R_Module has two transitions on s34 and s43 and one event s21.
In general, the state diagram can be nested or multi-level one. There are many interesting problems related to the multi-level diagrams [Basz96b, Rum91] . One of the fundamental problems is identification of initial state(s) of the lower level diagram and states from which we can exit from the lower level diagram. The problems related with the initial state(s) are relatively well described in [Rum91, Har87, Har88] . The states from which we can exit can be described in terms of final transitions [Emb92] . We will extend this approach by using hierarchy of events. Bogdan Czejdo, Wiktor B. The translation of state diagrams into CSM can be illustrated as in Fig. 6b . Firstly, the state diagrams produce their outputs on transitions while CSM do it in states. Thus, rewriting state diagrams into CSM one has to split each output-producing transition into two steps, separated by the additional state which produces just this particular output. Secondly, we assumed that the component which receives a message from the partner (e.g. R_Module receiving s34 from L_Module) must acknowledge it by sending the appropriate ac_xxx symbol (e.g. ac_s34), while the machine which sends a message (e.g. L_Module sending this s34) must wait for the acknowledgement before proceeding to further activities. Symbols from the environment (z12 or z21, for instance) do not need to be confirmed this way. This additional mechanism (which is not explicitly required in state diagrams) was introduced in order to make the inter-module communication more realistic. Moreover, while our simple system of two two-state machines would behave properly without confirmations, it can be shown that in a The reader is encouraged to check how the superposition of the two above-sketched rules can be seen in Fig. 6b , which shows the transformation of the state diagram from Fig. 3 into a system of CSM. The system's reachability graph (Fig. 6c) 
ENFORCEMENT CONSTRAINTS IN ENGINEERING SOFTWARE
The engineering design could be, for simplicity, treated as searching for final values of group of parameters, called design parameters (DP). Nature of these parameters can be quite different: material, geometrical, electrical, architectural, etc. There are many types of engineering design. Some of those types are based on the iterative process of engineering [Basz95, Basz96a, Basz96b] .
The engineering system design process should result in finding values of parameters fully describing the system. The design process should be preceded by the detailed analysis of physical phenomena outlighting detailed properties of the engineering system. Such analysis should lead to the creation of a physical model of the engineering system. The physical model includes the constraints on the design parameters (C_DP).
The application/market/utility requirements for the engineering system product result in some constraints on chosen properties of the designed system. In this paper, for simplicity, we assume that only one such property of the designed system is considered. We will refer to such A CSM specification generated form this diagram is similar to that in Figure 6f . 
SUMMARY
In previous papers we have described how to create and verify concurrent software for engineering design. We have used the approach based on state diagrams software that is one of the most explicit and visual way of determining interactions between the software modules.
However, as shown in our papers the synchronization of concurrent diagrams is a nontrivial issue and complete specification requires highly specialized knowledge. In this paper we have shown how to use the constraints on the state diagram to describe only the intentions of the engineer in respect to the interactions. We have also shown how the appropriate synchronization can be constructed automatically based on these constraints. We proposed generation of automata in CSM formalism. Semantics synchronization constraints can be checked statically by inspection of reachability graph of concurrent automata. The rules of inspection can be generated automatically by software that analyses synchronization constraints. Specialized software can generate a skeleton software of a system of concurrent In this paper we have concentrated on two-way enforcement constraints. However one-way constraints and other constraints such as preemption, exclusion etc. can be used similarly.
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